
FCE EXAM PRACTICE WRITING ALPHABET

FCE Writing - information about this intermediate level exam and links to free practice exercises.

You also said that all the rooms would have a river view, but my window just looked over the car park, which
was very noisy. Not only did he fail to come to school today, but we received a call that he had stolen a
container of confectionery from a local business. The food was good and the service was good and we had a
good time. Example: 'It's clear that pollution from cars is a big problem that should be looked at. Part 2 You
must answer this question. If you are asked to write a letter to your friend and you write a poem - well, it
doesn't matter how good that poem is. In the previous example, you were asked to write an essay for your
English teacher. The first point is the content itself. If you don't write about damage to the environment, you
can't get full marks. Content Now let's look at what Cambridge cares about in your writing. That means you
need to study how to write in different ways. Spend some of that time planning and some checking. The food
was delicious, while the service was faultless. Free food! Language Your writing will be more interesting and
you'll get a better grade if you can use a wide variety of language. Yours faithfully,. You were very
disappointed with the holiday. You will be rewarded if you learn and use some appropriate phrasal verbs,
idioms, and collocations. Organisation - Did you link paragraphs and sentences? It begins in a darkened room
where several thousand ordinary dominoes are set up on a specially-designed table. Write your answer in
words in an appropriate style on the separate answer sheet. Free Practice for the First Certificate exam Many
of the most expensive commercials ever made are those in which an A-list celebrity flashes a beautiful smile
at the cameras. Even if you said 'good' again, the sentence would get you a much better score in FCE because
the 'while' connects the first two parts and the question connects the last two. For example: Planning - 10
minutes Writing - 25 minutes Checking - 5 minutes You might think that's too long for the planning stage, but
the more you plan the fewer problems you will have later. Maybe you can write the best poem in the history of
the world - the examiner will be impressed, and then give you zero points. Here's a sample FCE writing task:
You have to write about pollution and the environment, and you have to include 3 points. Is it much harder to
write? Transitions enhance logical organization and understandabilityand improve the connections between
thoughts. Compare these sentences: 1. One easy way to get a higher score in 'organisation' is to ask a question,
and then answer it. They indicate relations,whether within a sentence, paragraph, or paper. Dominoes knock
over books, which in turn knock bigger household objects such as suitcases, tyres, pots of paint, oil drums and
even cars. Google images The lesson begins with a challenging authentic listening from the BBC about smart
phone addiction based around part 4 of the listening exam. Five against one: Teaching against the odds. Not
really. This is a very quick post about an enjoyable and interesting lesson I recently did with my teenage FCE
class. Their recent television advertisement, the most expensive in British history, cost ten million pounds, and
it features, not the rich and famous, but villagers from the mountains of Argentina. Structure: Use the task as
the structure. I want to invite you to â€¦ Asking for a reply Let me know if you can come. Is there a logical
flow from start to finish? Imagine two friends share a link on Facebook.


